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Abstract: Microgrids are rising as an vital constituent of massive-scale smart grids. They are equipped with the controls 
necessary for managing the operation in islanded or grid connected mode and serve the loads with clean, reliable, and 
uninterruptible power. CAN (Controller Area Networking) based totally power management system discloses the minimization of 
cost  in automation manage for power supply. right Here an hybrid model of sources and their individual overall performance 
was accumulated, validated the use of three strength sources (PV array, PEMFC, battery) connected to grid beneath non-local 
masses. right here the tripping time at 0.1 sec must be sharp and much less time response become required to connect from 
islanded mode to Grid connected  mode. There individual sources were recognized at this phase with high reaction time while 
compared with the hybrid model. CAN acts like information transfer among controlling inverter phase and at the grid aside from 
all other obligations of it. In this Research paper  controlling modes were advanced the usage of PLL(Phase Lock Loop) PI 
controller and additionally examined with PLL PID manage to affirm the enhancing sharpening time reaction whilst changing 
from islanded mode to grid connected mode   is done by using MATLAB/SIMULINK software. 
Key phrases: PEMFC,PV array, strength control, battery, PI controller, PID controller, , CAN. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 
Micro grids are gaining extensive popularity as they possess all the necessary properties to constitute a major building block of the 
envisioned smart grid. The adverse effects of high penetration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) like solar PhotoVoltaic (PV), 
PEMFC(Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells), wind, etc. on the stability of the existing grid network has been elevating a first-
rate difficulty. With the appearance of micro grids this issue has subsided. Micro grids are capable of presenting secure, 
uninterrupted, and high quality power to the loads while facilitating Smooth integration of the RES. 
Black-start, Grid Synchronization (GS), stability, protection, and energy control during island mode of operation are some of the 
essential problems [1] with micro grids that are being drastically investigated. The default operating mode of micro grids is the “grid 
connected mode” wherein they are tied up with the main grid. Micro grids want to alternate strength (import or export) with the 
primary grid that allows you to stability the generation and local load demand. As in line with IEEE-1547-2003, an anti-islanding 
scheme has to de-energize the sources inside 2 s of the prevalence of an islanding occasion [2]. Whereas as in step with IEEE-
1547.4, the micro grid is permitted to preserve operation in island mode to deliver uninterrupted power  to the local loads supplied it 
meets the essential voltage and frequency stability standards [3]. all trough this phase, if the grid restores, then it's miles applicable 
to switch again to the grid connected mode. in an effort to switch between the two  running modes, it is essential to offer smooth and 
transient loose transition so that the masses do not enjoy any disturbance. Thus, there is a need to have the micro grid equipped with 
a sturdy transition management system comprising both islanding and GS schemes. 
For any smart grid implementation, communication among various automation components is critical. Power measurement devices 
must talk to real-time control components across the entire power generation, transmission and distribution spectrum. All 
automation components must connect to higher level Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, and these 
SCADA systems must link to one another [14].All of these connections and linkages require open communication systems, often 
based on Ethernet and the Internet, especially for new installations and upgrades to existing systems. 
First, open systems cut purchase costs because communications hardware and software based on Ethernet and the Internet are much 
less expensive than their proprietary alternatives. Second, installation is eased because of a widespread familiarity with these types 
of systems among contractors. Third, existing communications infrastructure can be used in many cases, dramatically reducing 
installation and other related costs [7-11]. Fourth, integration expenses for connecting different smart grid components are reduced 
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because Ethernet used as a common communications hardware protocol.. Fifth and last, on-going maintenance and operation costs 
are reduced because many in the industry are familiar with Ethernet and the Internet [4]. Most of the existing North American power 
grid operates in a centralized manner, with power flowing from generation facilities to the grid for Transmission and Distribution 
(T&D) to the end user. Substations are the brains of T&D systems, and connections among substations and generation facilities are 
often limited in terms of bandwidth and real-time performance [5-8].  
These limited connections make it hard for utilities to balance generation and demand in real-time, especially with the advent of 
renewable and distributed energy generation. Some renewable typically solar and wind power are hard to accommodate because of 
their inherent intermittent, unpredictable and widely varying energy output [12].  
Distributed energy resources are typically small scale power generation facilities, often renewable but in other cases conventional 
sources like gas turbines and diesel generators. These resources are often not under the direct control of the utility, and their power 
output varies widely with little or no relation to overall demand [20].  
An intelligent smart grid relies on real-time, high-bandwidth, two-way open communications to control and monitor power flows. 
These communications make the smart grid viable, but also open it to cyber attack. Smart grid technologies will introduce millions 
of new intelligent components to the electric grid that communicate in much more advanced ways than in the past, namely two-way 
va open protocols.  
Any GSA should be validated under the following  conditions: 
Harmonic or noise rich grid voltage signals; 
Unbalanced grid voltages; 
Frequency and voltage variability in weak grid  conditions; 
Phase angle jump resulting due to voltage sags; 
Transient conditions resulting in voltage dips or swells. 
GS strategies may be widely categorized as communication less techniques [6]–[12] and communication assisted techniques [13]–
[15]. GS strategies basically offer the segment facts of the grid voltage, that's then used to create the template that allows 
synchronization of the manipulate parameters either with the gadget voltage or the system current. Communication assisted GSA 
commonly uses the worldwide positioning machine (GPS) or community time protocols (NTP) for subsystem synchronization after 
which for micro grid synchronization however includes high cost for implementation. 
This paper proposes a easy, low price, and reliable GS Technique based totally on controller location community (CAN) verbal 
exchange.CAN is a strong fault tolerant multiport serial communication network capable of offering 1 Mb/s data rate .The proposed 
scheme is primarily based on CAN verbal exchange among controlling inverter phase and at the grid aside from all other obligations 
of it. 

II.   GRID SYNCHRONIZATION OF A MICROGRID 
Moreover, present electricity grids are especially unidirectional: turbines produce energy and distribute it to the lower level, with 
only a few facts approximately grid popularity and give up users energy consumption. Usually, the electrical strength source has no 
real-time statistics about service parameters of termination points and can't manage strength production in keeping with the real 
request of the grid. The new demanding situations for present grids can be summarized in five main factors. (i) Introduction of latest 
types of power technology, specifically the ones the use of renewable energy sources inclusive of wind, sun, and biomass. these 
kind of mills have intermittent and small outputs and want consequently a one-of-a-kind management from conventional 
mills.(ii)want of uninterrupted strength deliver.(iii)need to decrease top needs throughout the day and to reduce electricity waste to 
make sure ok energy reserves.(iv)Diffusion of latest digitally controlled devices able to change the behavior of the electrical load 
(e.g., switching itself on or off), clever energy meters, and energy manipulate devices enforcing energy control strategy and 
improving electricity recognition of users.(v)protection threats, that contain no longer only the energy deliver but also cyber assaults 
[11, 12]In this paper the take a look at device is a region interconnected four system gadget has shown in Fig.1 our circuit 
incorporates with PV array, battery and PEFMC that helps in riding the non-linear load. These operations of information drift had 
been finished by means of the usage of CAN machine. Battery facilitates in twin rail act as it stores and discharges the battery. 
Voltage current controller facilitates the mode operation alternate and identifies it from CAN where the shift performs operation. 
CAN facilitate in figuring out the exchange act of islanded mode of operation of it changed into linked to grid. This operation 
identity enables in trade of mode and allows in monitoring the location wherein blunders identifies. 
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Figure 1:  Controller With CAN structure 

A PV model with inverter control is shown in Fig.2. It consists of PV geared up with MPPT method [9], a battery and a bidirectional 
inverter. here PVdc and PVac are the dc and ac powers of photovoltaic farm respectively; PBatt is the battery active power; Pcomd is the 
output electricity command; Idc and Vdc are the dc contemporary and voltages respectively; ∆P is an energetic power go with the 
flow deviation strength.   
In Fig.2 PV array is the mixture of both collection and parallel connection of PV modules. equal circuit of PV module is shown in 
Fig.3.  PV module is represented through a contemporary source, diode, shunt resistor and series resistor. right here shunt resistance 
represents resistance of leakage present day, series resistance represents inner resistance of PV cells. 

        

                                                                                Fig. 2.  PV model with inverter control 

From KCL and KVL the  Idc and Vdc are given by way of 

                                                                      Idc = Ig – ID – VD/Rp                            (1) 

                                                                      Vdc = VD – RsIdc                                  (2) 

In above equations Ig is the generated present day from insolation, identification, VD are the diode contemporary and voltage 
respectively. Rp, Rs are the shunt and collection resistance respectively. 
Then the output power of inverter is given by 

                                                                           PVdc = Vdc .Idc.                                 (3) 

On this paper PV equipped with most electricity point monitoring (MPPT) approach. So, the maximum strength track from PV and 
again fed to the dc-dc converter. The dc-dc converters step up the energy and fed to inverter. here inverter is a bidirectional one. It 
Converts dc to ac strength supply to the load and take in ac strength from the system. 
consequently  ac power is given by 
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                                                                             PVac = PVdc                                             (4) 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                 Fig. 3. Inverter  with output strength control 
 In Fig.2 the inverter is represented with the aid of a primary order transfer function with the output power manage. So the output 
energy can be controlled by means of the power command (Pcomd). primarily based on the electricity command the battery can be 
charging or discharging. 

A. PI-Controller 
Fig. 4 indicates the block diagram of the proposed PI control scheme for the energetic power filter. The DC side capacitor voltage is 
sensed and compared with a reference voltage. this mistake e = Vdc, ref −Vdc on the nth sampling on the spot is used as input for PI 
controller. the error signal is surpassed thru Butterworth layout based Low pass filter (LPF). The LPF filter out has cut-off 
frequency at 50 Hz that may suppress the better order additives and permits handiest fundamental components. The PI controller is 
estimate the significance of peak reference present day Imax and manage the dc-facet capacitor voltage of voltage supply inverter. 
Its switch function is represented as,                                

H (s) = Kp+ KI/S 

B. PID Controller 
Fig 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed Proportional Integrator by-product (PID) control scheme of an energetic electricity 
clear out. the error e = Vdc,ref −Vdc on the nth sampling immediate is used as input for PID controller. the mistake sign is passed 
through LPF; that can suppress the better order components and skip most effective the essential element. 

 

Fig.4, Block diagram of the PLL with PI and PID Controller 

The PID controller is a linear combination of the P, I and D controller. Its switch function may be represented as 

H(s) = Kp +KI/S+KD(S) 
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in which, KP is the proportional consistent that determines the dynamic response of the Dc-side voltage manipulate, KI is the 
integration the derivative of the error representing the tendencies. The controller is tuned with proper benefit for estimating the 
importance of peak reference modern-day Imax and control the dc-side capacitor voltage of inverter. the peak reference 
contemporary improved with PLL output determines the favored reference present day.it's far a popular approach of coping with 
systems related to uncertainty, unmodeled dynamics and wherein human revel in is needed. It provides a easy way to reach a 
specific solution based upon vague, vague, noise, or lacking statistics [10]. This method to govern troubles mimics how someone 
would make a choice such faster. the main application of benefit scheduler is the tuning of PID controller gains. by way of the 
collection of IF-THEN policies the gain scheduler adjusts the gains of controller over one of a kind running conditions. however the 
PID controllers are used because of its easy and realistic structures. however these are not giving any excellent overall performance 
over a wide range of running conditions. in this paper the   machine is used to track the PID controller profits as PID profits. 
Schematic diagram of   gain scheduler is as shown in  The manage signal of a PID controller is given by means of 

Pcomd = KP e(t) + KI∫ e(t) dt + KD de(t)/dt                      (5) 

where KP, KI, KD are the proportional, fundamental, by-product profits of PID controller respectively .and e(t) is the manage 
signal.by using adjusting the power command (Pcomd) of the inverter the control sign of a classical PID controller is generated.  
In ∆P and PVdc are the inputs of the   inference system and Ks1 and Ks2 are the size factors, KPF, KDF, KIF are the outputs. here PVdc  
is error and ∆P is the alternate in error, KPF, KDF, KIF and therefore little scope for variations of ω(t) is described. however, if you 
want to allow the ω(t) in transient situations, ω(t) might be selected big enough. If PLL is following the time period  휔 푡 + 휃 , 
then휔 푡 + 휃 − 휌 term is close to zero and sin(휔 푡 + 휃 − 휌) = (휔 푡 + 휃 − 휌) . for this reason (24) can be simplified as 
follows: 

= 푉퐻(푝)(휔 푡 + 휃 − 휌)                                     (6) 

C. Control Area Network(CAN) 

 

 
 

Fig 5. CAN block diagram 

CAN is a peer-to-peer community. which means there is no master that controls whilst person nodes have access to examine and 
write information at the CAN bus. while a CAN node is prepared to transmit facts, it assessments to look if the bus is busy and then 
genuinely writes a CAN body onto the community. The CAN frames which are transmitted do now not contain addresses of both 
the transmitting node or any of the supposed receiving node(s). as a substitute, an arbitration id that is precise for the duration of the 
community labels the frame. All nodes at the CAN network acquire the CAN body, and, relying at the arbitration identification of 
that transmitted frame, every CAN node at the community comes to a decision whether or not to simply accept the frame.If multiple 
nodes try to transmit a message onto the CAN bus on the equal time, the node with the highest precedence (lowest arbitration 
identity) routinely receives bus get right of entry to. lower-precedence nodes have to wait till the bus becomes to be had before 
trying to transmit once more. on this manner, you could implement CAN networks to make certain deterministic communique 
amongst CAN nodes. 
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Fig 6.  CAN contains built in priority for messages to avoid conflict 

The detailed scheme of the proposed control and communication interface for the fuel cell MS is shown in Fig. 7.similar interface is 
available with other MS.To synchronize multiple MS with each other to form the microrid bus and then to connect the same to the 
main grid ,it is necessary that each of the MS acquires or receives the grid voltage template at a fast rate . 

 
. Fig 7. MPC control implementation with CAN 

                                                                 III.    MATLAB/SIMULINK RESULT 

          The proposed model is simulated in MATLAB 2015b/SIMULINK environment.Individual  Micro source also analyzed 

 

 Fig .8. MATLAM/Simulink circuit diagram Hybrid model with CAN communication  implementation 
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                                                                                             (a) 

                                       

 

                                                                                         (b) 

 

Fig9: Simulation results showing the Hybrid Model (a) smooth transition from standalone mode to grid connected mode and (b) 
sharing of active and reactive power between grid and micro grid during these two operating modes and the transition 

Phase ‘R’ Voltage/Current                                                   Phase ‘Y’ Voltage/Current                                         Phase ‘B’ Voltage/Current 

Stand Alone Mode Grid Connected 

         
 

    Active Power (W)                                                                                 Reactive Power (VAR)                  

Stand Alone Mode Grid Connected Mode 
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                  Fig10:CAN Transfer output to the inverter controller 

Table 1.Case study 

 

                                                     Time took to shift mode from isolated to grid connected mode Table 1. 

IV.    CONCLUSION 
The mode transition management of a microgrid, dominated  by RES is quiet complex, especially while transitioning from  islanded 
mode to grid connected mode. The nondispatchable  nature of most of the RES makes the task more difficult. In 
order to minimize the transition transients, it is necessary to synchronize all the MS simultaneously with the main grid. To adjust the 
maximum voltage in grid connected mode sharp response was required this made possible by using hybrid energy source and 
current voltage pi, pid with PLL  controllers implemented to adjust the voltage gain and current at inverter mode. It helps in 
adjusting voltage from standalone mode to grid connected mode all these were monitored using automation tool and data transferred 
for monitoring using CAN. The resultant transients observed during the transition phase are very low Time took to shift mode from 
isolated to grid connected mode is 0.1000001 sec. A constant outcome was obtained in active and re-active power. 
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